
 

  



 

  

Dzomo la Mupo 

‘’ We as custodians of the  

Network of Zwifho in Venda, have the task  

to protect both Zwifho and our birth-roots homes in 

the Venda territories from being destroyed. If Zwifho 

are destroyed, ecosystem will collapse, because 

these are the vital organs of life systems.  It is our 

responsibility to do all we can to prevent 

ecocide happening in this current phase of our 

generation. We shall continue to raise our voices 

and say mining minerals in our root-homes territory is 

wrong, commercialising Zwifho is wrong. 

We are the voices of our ancestors’ spirits,  

we are given task to  

respond to the  

calling of us  

ancestors’ spirits, 

We are Dzomo  

la Mupo,  

The voice  

of Mupo, voice of all natural creations of the Universe. 

’’Ndaa. Aa. 
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Khunwakhunwa, is a large 

longhorn grasshopper called clonia 

wahlbergi stäl. Khunwakhunwa is a 

symbolic insect which when there is 

spiritual dance for ancestors spirt to 

come, if a dancer does not get into spirit, 

they will sing a khunwakhunwa song, and 

khunwakhunwa will fly to the place where 

people are doing the dance, then the spirit 

comes. Again, if the woman is in labor for 

a long time and the baby does not get 

birthed, the midwifes elders sings 

khunwakhunwa song, and if 

khunwakhunwa comes in flying in that 

particular labor space, the baby gets born. 

During ecological mapping process, 

khunwakhunwa came flying and sit on the 

map on the point of big baobab tree called 

muvhuyu wa makhadzi and after sitting, 

she walks along the map and stayed on 

Map area where the MMSEZ is it is 

demarcated to take 

place.  Khunwakhunwa came three times during the EcoMapping process.  
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2. Introduction 

This report will present the process and the results of a workshop, held in 2021, of eco-mapping 

the shango la Mulambwane. 

Eco-mapping is the process of drawing an eco-map, a short cut to say for ecological map. This is a 

map which illustrates the shango (territory) of the Mulambwane clan according to the local 

cultural or indigenous understanding of a local community. Territorial eco-cultural mapping is a 

chart of landscapes through drawings and sketches to characterize the progression of land-use. 

The drawing of an ecological map is a process of putting the landscape and the content of the 

landscape in the form of pictures and drawings. The final product, is a colourful collage of 

pictographs and images, portrays the remaining natural landscape features, it shows the changes 

that happened before new ways happened. This is where we see the picture of impact of 

relocating from the land far back in the memories of elders who are the ones who were there 

when the colonial, apartheid removed people from their original birthroots land of their ancestors. 

The development of ecological mapping is purposefully to reach to the knowledge, the knowledge 

that become revived and transferred as part of intergenerational learning is the production, as the 

chief of Vhuṱanda said those who draw the ecological mapping they are the same with pillars and 

poles that build a granary storage, tshiṱaṱari, if you remove those poles and pillars, you no longer 

have tshiṱaṱari to store the grains. The knowledge of ecological map is with those who map and 

they are the ones who can stand and talk about the map same like elders who were staying on the 

land. 

This workshop was held as a response to the Musina Makhado Special Economic Zone (MMSEZ) 

plan, a plan that will cause immense damage to natural and Zwifho sacred sites and ancestors 

graves of the Mulambwane clan. We therefore have to raise our voices against the disturbances 

and environmental injustices that continue to threaten the land of our community and our 

ancestors’ spirits. The devastation of the natural environment in Mulambwane will affect 

interaction of compound livelihoods in the Vhembe District, Limpopo province. This devastation is 

likely to contribute to a collapse of the natural environment of South Africa at large, of tangible 

and intangible Heritage.  

The ecological territorial mapping is the toolkit of experienced learning from our current elders 

that engages the youth into intergenerational learning about the impact of environmental 

injustices. Eco-mapping as a toolkit is facilitated for Mulambwane elders and youths to tell their 

story and concerns of injustices happening because they are the community which has been 

severely marginalised. 

Dzomo la Mupo stand for protection of Nature is all its forms and protection of the Zwifho is a 

core attention of memebers of Dzomo la Mupo. 
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Earth Life Africa stand for injustices happening in our country, Earth Life Africa accompany 

communities which are marginalised to raise their voices as the impact does not affect local area 

only, and it does not affect those raising voice alone, children, up to elders and the Natural 

Environment is affected and the future generations will continue with intergenerational trauma of 

injustices. 

Solve stand for the protection of the ecosystems in Limpopo by raising voice of SAVE Limpopo 

basin. 

Together the loud voice is that mining the area is very wrong, and we are not doing wrong, a si 

mulandu u tsireledza mupo. 

 

3. Background of Mulambwane 

"No one is ploughing from the land we were banished from. 

Currently there is no indication that we used to live in this 

area, eating indigenous food such as sorghum and pumpkins. 

We used to plough groundnuts, watermelon and sorghum. 

Our boy’s initiation schools have stopped because we were 

banished from our area so that the whites can construct their 

farms. Where we originally used to fish and used to bath in the 

river, these parts have now run dry, there is no water. 

Muengedzi river has no water like before because the whites 

have blocked its flow. According to me, Joseph, these people 

were stealing our land, they do not know about the origin of 

Mulambwane. All the cultural practices that we used to do in 

the past, we are no longer practicing them because white 

people have fenced all the area. The government has returned 

our land back but there are those who want to steal it again. MMSEZ, we do not want it, it is just 

bringing hunger to our people. According to me, Joseph, these people who are heading that 

project from China are talking to the wrong people. According to our traditional ways, when one 

wants something, they should first ask the owner of that particular thing. So, these people who 

want to use the land should come to us first and then we will be able to explain to them which one 

is our problem. There is no government that can return your rightful land to you and, again. to 

take it away from you. I want to know why they brought our land back, but they did not tell us that 

they want to build this MMSEZ. I am saying they should come to the rightful heir of the land of 

Mulambwane and they will see that everything is going well.  

 

ABOVE: Thavhiwe Mashudu Joseph 
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The problem is that people, they are consulting to are not the rightful heir of Mulambwane. I am 

asking the people heading MMSEZ to consult the rightful heir of Mulambwane land. If they go to 

the right people, everything will go well but the problem is that they are consulting the wrong 

people.  

"I have serious concerns which are troubling me and lead me 

to protest for the graves of our forefathers, zwifho, rivers, 

trees, wild animals and insects, all these things are in danger. 

There is a project that is coming to Mulambwane called 

MMSEZ, which I do not like. In this project, there is corruption 

and I heard that this project will create employment for 

people but people do not think alike. There are those who 

love money and those who love all things. As for us, we love 

our own environment and everything that is in it which 

includes water, wild animals, land for settlement and the 

places where our forefathers used to stay or live in. We do 

not want money. The second thing about MMSEZ is that is 

that it will destroy our environment by those who want 

money. We have been promised employment, but in the end, 

community members will fight against each other. We told each other to draw a map which 

portrays everything that is found at Mulambwane that needs to be protected. This includes zwifho. 

We ask everything from Zwifho. The aunt in a family or uncle can go and talk to the ancestors on 

behalf of everyone if there are things that are not going well. I am Khathutshelo Raluare 

 

In 1998, we started the process of land claim. 

2008 we got the land back and farms which 

were on our land were given back to us since 

the land claim became successful that the land 

belongs to us. Now SEZ (Special Economic 

Zone) is planned to happen on our land. The 

land has been given to MMSEZ and other 

people without transparency and consultation 

with us.’’ 

 

ABOVE: Khathutshelo Raluare 

ABOVE: Tshiwela Tshihuwa, explaining the land 

claim process 
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4. Gathering of participants 

We gathered in three workshops for 

ecological mapping (eco-mapping) 

where we sketched the Mulambwane 

territory through the ecological 

knowledge of the map of the past, the 

map of the present, the map of the 

future and the ecological traditional 

calendar (eco-calendar). During the 

workshops, there was a discussion on 

the Environmental Impact Assessment 

(EIA), where participants were 

presenting their knowledge gathered 

through the understanding of the 

Indigenous Ecological System (IES) 

during the mapping workshop. In the 

participation of the process of drawing these maps, discussions and findings led to the 

development of the Mulambwane clan –custodians’ vision. 

Our first gathering was in 2021 for a 

workshop of five days. We again 

gathered for another three days’ 

workshop for mapping the future 

ecological map. Lastly, we gathered for 

two days for presentations of the maps 

as a way to present our story in a form 

of exhibiting people’s EIA. Finally, we 

gathered youth from different zwifho, 

sacred sites, to edit the report which 

was in the form of a draft booklet 

 

Ecocide threat, as Polly Higgins stated 

’Ecocide is serious loss, damage or destruction of ecosystems, and includes  
climate and cultural damage. We believe ecocide should be recognised as an  
atrocity crime at the International Criminal Court - alongside Genocide, war  
crimes and crimes against humanity. Ecocide has severe impacts on all  
inhabitants, not just humans. We need to expand our collective duty of care to  
protect the natural living world and all life. International ecocide crime is a law  
to protect the Earth. This is about realigning law with a higher moral code:  
first do no harm.’’ 

 

 

ABOVE: EcoMapping Peoples EIA, September 2021 

ABOVE: VhoMphatheleni Makaulele, facilitating the 

EcoMapping Workshop 
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We are the Mulambwane custodians, we are upheld by the words of Rolihlahla Nelson Mandela, 

the first Black Democratic President of S.A our home, during his inauguration in May 1994:  ’’ 

Never, never and never again shall it be, we experience domination or oppression by one another. 

We are one nation with different cultures’’ 

 

5. The beginning of the eco mapping process 

The first workshop required five days where participants stayed in one area. The process involved 

an in-depth awakening of the minds of the elderly indigenous knowledge holders. This included 

reflections of the elders about their experiences when they were still living in their birth root 

homesteads. The participants of the eco-mapping were selected from the shango or the territory 

of these elders. These are the main participants, as they are the resource of knowledge from their 

experiences. Other participants are youth, as they are the ones who will engage with the dialogue, 

paying attention to the current threats of indigenous knowledge and environmental aspects. The 

process is done through dialogues, which engages the natural environmental attention. 

The book or report here outlines the way in which the eco mapping is done. This report also 

presents information on the incoming environmental threats, which will have severe impacts on 

the indigenous way of living. 

Here Mulambwane clan custodians through representatives from elders, and youth accompanied 

by activists from ELA, Dzomo la Mupo, Pepper Bark, Malale, Gumbu and Masisi Solve University 

students participated in drawing the eco-map and the eco-calendar. 

 

 

5.1. Opening 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Madi (water), fola (snuff) and mifhululu ululation were sacred elements used during the 

ceremony. 

 

 

ABOVE: Opening workshop by introducing the work to the ancestor’s spirits and The Creator by Vhomakhadzi. 
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5.2. Grounding minds, with the purpose of gathering from reading Ancestor 

Reading of quotes from Thomas Berry 

was done to ground the minds towards 

the purpose of the workshop. The 

ecological mapping was done with the 

purpose to find ways for the community 

to stand up against the plans for MMSEZ 

in the Mulambwane territory. 

‘’We lose our souls if we lose the 

experience of the forest, the butterflies, 

the song of the birds, if we can't see the 

stars at night." Thomas Berry 

"We can break the mountains apart; we can drain the rivers and flood the valleys. We can turn the 

most luxuriant forests into throw-away paper products. We can tear apart the great grass cover 

of the western plains and pour toxic chemicals into the soil and pesticides onto the fields until the 

soil is dead and blows away in the wind. We can pollute the air with acids, the rivers with sewage, 

the seas with oil - all this in a kind of intoxication with our power for devastation at an order of 

magnitude beyond all reckoning." Thomas Berry. 

 

6. Catching up on MMSEZ public participation  

Since the majority of the participants were part of the previous EIA public participation, there was 

an opportunity to catch up and reflect on the previous public participation that recently took place 

in Musina, Makhado, Waterval, and Polokwane. This was done as there are growing concerns 

about imposing projects of MMSEZ on Mulambwane custodians’ territory, while the community 

and clan have been in the process to finalise land claim results. During the Apartheid government, 

these communities have been forced to relocate, as they were displaced by force from the land 

to which they hold birth rights. Now, in a post-Apartheid South Africa, these communities have 

been mandated to claim the land back. With this current government, many communities are 

regaining perspectives to return back to their land. Currently, these land claims are under 

consideration.  

7.1. Reflections on the MMSEZ Public 

In analysis of public participation meetings, the following reflections were noted by the 

participants who attended in person.  

  

 

 

ABOVE: The Book of Thomas Berry and the newspaper 
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1. The 8000 hectares land that were originally planned for MMSEZ have been reported to be 

reduced to 3500 hectares land. 

2. However, the reduced hectors still have a negative impact on water, biodiversity and air quality. 

3. It was noted that LEDED seems like acting as the decision maker and LEDED shows that as a 

government, they are pushing this project to happen. However, this is not legal according to the 

law. Dialogues among participants noted that LEDED do not carry responsibilities to push or 

approve the project. 

4. Little was done on consultations by DELTA, a lot of information is not reported. The EIA report 

should present a clarification to the participants on the agricultural impact, water impact, and 

heritage impact. People do not have a clear understanding of these impacts. 

5. DELTA has failed to respond to questions and concerns that participants raised.  

6. There is no information to be found on jobs skills that will be required or the types of jobs that 

will be available for the project. 

7. Presentations only emphasise that many jobs will be created. There is no explanation where or 

how people will acquire skills for these types of jobs. Additionally, there are no job descriptions 

presented. 

8. There is a lack of details or information about jobs which participants are getting promised. 

9. Musina youths indicated that Musina people do not know what MMSEZ is, they are just gfetting 

invited to go to meetings of job creation. 

10. MMSEZ has already caused conflicts with citizens, communities. While some community 

members attend meetings to talk about jobs, others talk about the impact on the environment. 

11. This shows that MMSEZ has divided the communities and more influence for youth to look for 

jobs through MMSEZ is from local government municipalities. 

12. The youth are afraid that in Musina the land is finished and that there will be no more space for 

their future. 

13. While MMSEZ promises jobs, the details (for example, the qualification that is needed, how 

many are for construction, how many are local jobs, and how many are for operation of the 

projects, etc.) are not provided and jobs are rarely for the local residents 

14. MMSEZ indicates to get water from Botswana and Zimbabwe. This confuses communities as 

water is a scarce resource currently. 

15. The project causes conflicts that are harmful to the community members that engage in this 

conflict. 

16.  Mulambwane participants in the eco-calendar workshop said that they have will not accept 

money or agree to sell their heritage territory and ancestral land. They want to be close to 

where the graves of their ancestors have been located. Communities have their own ideas of 

how they want to use, protect conserve and have alternative ways of developing the land and 

MMSEZ are creating conflict.  

17. It was explained that the land has already been occupied by another project that Mulambwane 

descendants have no information about who has fenced their land and there is a blockage of 

entry. 

18. The land has been unlawfully taken away from the Mulambwane. The MMSEZ is actively 

undermining the concerns of Mulambwane such as the integrity and the continued existence of 

graves, sacred sites, heritage sites of the ancestors’ homesteads. 
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19. The youth again emphasize that there are people who have died due to the struggle of liberation 

to democracy, yet there are people who are doing injustice in our land.  

20. The Chinese people who are doing the MMSEZ plans will benefit a lot in the project which they 

want to do in our land. The jobs which they are promising with MMSEZ are not jobs that can 

give them well-being. It was emphasised that the most important aspect is wellbeing for the 

health and lives including future generation lives. Not jobs that will destroy well-being. 

21. It was advised to learn about what happened to Zambia by the Chinese. 

22. Youth emphasise that the MMSEZ has advantages and disadvantages, yet disadvantages are 

dominating the advantages. 

 

7. Dialogues prior to Eco-Mapping 

7.1. No More My Voice 

Participants were first requested to go for solitary time: 30 minutes ‘’ NO MORE MY VOICE ‘’ 

before they go for breakfast 

 

 

  
My Name 

Meaning 

Solitary time : 30 minutes 
called ‘’ No more my 

voice’’ 
 

The reason of coming 

to the workshop after 

receiving invitation. 

What is that which  
attracted you to agree to  

come to the workshop  
 

Figure: Consideration aspects during the solitary time: ‘’NO MORE MY VOICE’’ 
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This session included 

exercises that took place 

prior to the eco-mapping. 

These exercises assist 

participants to be 

engaged in dialogues, 

that we call community 

ecological dialogues. In 

these dialogues, they 

remember the 

indigenous ways of their 

ancestors' social 

structures. The 

discussions took a day 

and should not be rushed 

as this is the core of the 

path leading to the 

sketching of the eco-map 

and eco-calendar. This chapter includes examples of contributions from participants. These 

contributions were chosen as they come from young women, youths and elders who emphasise 

the threats coming with MMSEZ plans. The participants showed how deeply they depend on the 

land of their birth-roots. They again emphasise how the connections and disconnections affected 

their ancestors while they were displaced and how this planning MMSEZ is continuing to infect the 

intergenerational trauma to the current generations and will continue to the coming generations. 

7.2. What is that that attracted you to agree to come to the workshop?  

Makhadzi: "I am the granddaughter of Mulambwane. What is happening at Mulambwane 

is painful. Where will our children work while our land is being taken unlawfully? We do 

not want those people. They should go back and leave the land of our forefathers alone. 

Our grandparents and fathers brought us up in that land of Mulambwane. We used to eat 

what we wanted, like mopani worms and today's youth do not like to eat mopane worms, 

they do not even know it. We were banished from our land which is the home of mopane 

worms and land which is full of trees that is useful for traditional medicine. We do not want 

those people on the land of our forefathers, they should leave. I grew up at Mulambwane, 

and I know the location of the house of my father, next to the Steep hill. My forefathers 

are buried there. I even know the graveyard. Now we cannot access the graves because it 

is fenced so that people cannot enter. Our forefathers no longer see us, when we visit the 

graves, our ancestors see us but now they cannot. Currently we are not allowed to visit the 

graves, that is why I am here today. Is there no other way to remove those people on the 

land that has graves of our forefathers? That is what I am here for, we always feel pains in 

our hearts. 

12 
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“We did not choose money, we chose land. When we received the land back, we were 

given two choices to choose land or money but we chose the land1”. 

Makhadzi: "I am the child of Mr Khalushi, Grandchild of Miss Nyamuladeko Khalushi 

Rasilima and great granddaughter of Mr Alilali Rasiluma. I stay at Ha-Gumbu. I came here 

because of what is happening in the Milambwane community. I came here because of the 

pain that I'm feeling, the land of my ancestors or forefathers, it has been changed so the 

current generation and the future generation cannot see observe what our forefathers 

have been doing on their land, Zwifho, and their graves which are things that were highly 

respected. We want the farm that is on the land of our forefathers to return to us, so that 

we can do what our forefathers have been doing in the past. We are doing this because 

our forefathers have been living by or through farming and getting these lands back, where 

we and our children will be able to visit, where our forefathers have been buried. It is also 

another way of accommodating our own Zwifho. We still want to return to the land of our 

forefathers so that we can be famous crop and livestock farmers at Milambwane. Where 

we are living right now, we do not have power or authority because it is not our land and 

we just got a small portion of land, whereas this is the land of our forefathers, to stay or 

live in. 

It is just that there are people who are stealing it, while the rightful owners of the land are 

struggling. When we look back, even our forefathers have been banished from the land. It 

is just that my own grandmother is old in a way that she cannot return to Milambwane. So 

people who can go and stay at Milambwane are us, her grandchildren because our 

grandparents are old and there are people who have been abused by whites on their own 

farms that are at Mulambwane. Our grandparents are old in a way that it is also difficult to 

walk, so us, the grandchildren should use the land of our ancestors. As grandchildren, we 

have to stand together and fight for the land of our grandparents. As for me, I used to be 

invited and ignored these invitations but I am grateful to the late Mr Samuel Mulaudzi who 

told us and gave us strength. He used to tell us that we have to fight for the graveyards 

and Zwifho which are at Mulambwane so that they cannot be destroyed. We should take 

over from what Mr Samuel Mulaudzi has left on and continue to fight for the graveyards 

and the zwifho, even though we pass on, our children will remain behind fighting for their 

land to protect everything that is found at Mulambwane. We have to protect the 

graveyards of our forefathers because they are important to us. When we have to protect 

everything that is found in that land and with that, I say let's continue fighting for the land 

of our forefathers’ graveyards and also zwifho for our forefathers, Aa2! 

Makhadzi: I am the child of Mr Ramphaga, my grandparent is Mrs Begwa Hashete, and he 

went to stay at Hasinetere at Mulambwane. My grandfather was called Tomboalifemi. 

Tombo a li femi, li fema nga u vhona linwe.  

 
1 The original text in Tsivenda is presented in the appendix 
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I am the oldest grandparent here; I am the grandparent. All the people here are my 

grandchildren and great-grandchildren. We are here because we feel pain of what is 

happening on our land. We received a message which said that there are people who are 

stealing our land. We told ourselves that we have to come together against those people 

because no one has the right to steal our land. Especially people, coming wherever they 

come from, to come and steal the land which belongs to our forefathers. 

We want our land back because we are able to work in these farms. While we are here, we 

have workers who are working in our farms because we are farmers. We have strength to 

work in our flowers and we work in a way that even our children and grandchildren will 

know that indeed this land has been utilised. 

The late Mr Samuel told us about the White springbok that is found at Mulambwane. It 

belongs to our forefathers. We will fight up until we get our land back and we will live and 

farm on it. That land should not be sold, we want to work on it. People are selling it, they 

have no idea about the ownership of Mulambwane land. We bury our loved ones there, 

even last week, we had a funeral service there, we still bury our loved ones there. People 

who are selling the land to MMSEZ do not know the importance of that land and its worth. 

We appreciate Earthlife, Dzomo La Mupo, SOLVE and people who are supporting us like people 

from Masisi. Let’s work, the land will return to us and will use it to develop ourselves. Aa 

 

 

  

ABOVE: Participants presenting the eco-map at the EcoMapping Peoples EIA  
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8. Dialogues leading to ecological mapping 
 

Participants were assembled into five groups to discuss descriptions of Mulambwane descendants 

and their shango (territory). Each group chose a question from five question options that 

described the layout of Mulambwane. The groups were also asked to illuminate the meaning of 

Mulambwane. 

 

 

 

FIGURE: To start dialogues leading to ecological mapping, the following groups were formed according to the tabulated 
question in this illustration. The participants went to the groups to discuss the questions which are on figure above.  

 

8.1. Findings about the families which comprise Mulambwane clan 

There were more than 85 families identified which are scattered around and outside Venda after 
forced relocation from Mulambwane, the territory which they all called birth-roots homes, the 
homes of their ancestors. Since forced removal resulting in relocation, the descendants of 
Mulambwane changed their identity and called themselves by their father’s name, while others 
identified themselves with their mother’s lineage name.  

 

 
  

Group 
discussion  

  

 
Mita (families that 

established 
Mulambwane clan 

 

Mulambwane ndi 
dzina mini.what 

does Mulambwane 
mean? 

 

Sacred sites, heritage 
sites (Zwifho, mashubi, 

mavhida na zwiendeulu , 
zwothe izwi zi a fana naa, 
ndi tshithu tshithihi naa.A 

  

 
Rivers, wetlands and 

fountain/springs inside 
Mulambwane territory 

 

He vhathu vha 
Mulambwane, vha 

pfulutshela hone/places 
of relocations by 

Mulambwane 
descendants 

 

Mountains, hills 
valleys and forests 

found inside 
Mulambwane 

territory 
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what are the 
differences  

 
Zwifho, mashubi, 

mavhida and 
zwiendeulu 

 

Zwifho ndi hone ho farwaho 
zwithu zwa shango. Sacred 

place is that place which has 
potency for sacredness of the 

territory 

 

Zwiendeulu ndi 
hune ha switwa 
vhakololo,royal 

burial site 

 

 

Mavhida di hune ha 
vhulungwa nnyi na 
nnyi General grave 
yard that anyone 
can be buried  in 

 

Mashubi  ndi tsimu dza 
kale na marubi ndi he ha 
vha hu tshi dzula vhathu 

kale ruins of old 
homesteads that was 

home,where foreparent 
were staying and marubi 

ancestors forsaken 
cultivated fields. 

This case is not unique to the Mulambwane alone; many custodian clans of sacred sites around 
Venda have experienced this due to apartheid and battles between Vhongwaniwapo vha 
Vhangonga (indigenous clans) and the other clans. The families who have been identified during 
group discussion, indicated that they still have their mashubi, remnants of the homesteads, inside 
Mulambwane territory. The remnants of the homestead also identified the graves of their 
ancestors. 

8.1.2. Responding to challenges of government interpretations of sacred sites. (Clarifying the 
difference on sacred sites in a local language and the meaning of identifications of sites versus 
government globalised interpretations.) 

In Venda, there are three types of heritage or sacred sites. While these three types of sacred sites 

are different, the government assumed them as being the same.  

During the discussion of the groups, descriptions of marubi- mashubi, zwifho and mavhiḓa and 

zwiendeulu were discussed. These are the key aspects that identify the clan as the custodians of 

birth-roots of the territory, the original discovered habitats of the territory. 

In the process of group discussion and feedback with continuous dialogue, the conclusions 

revealed the following interpretations, which are presented in the figure below. This is done for 

the community to reach a common understanding of these categories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE: Clarifying the difference on sacred sites in a local language and the meaning of identifications of sites versus 
government globalised interpretations. 
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8.2. Dialogues on lusese/ lushaka clan name and name of territory 

Mulambane ndi dzina la mini? Ndi dzina la shango, la vhathu? 

The name of our Clan is Mulambwane, which is the name of our birth-roots territory of shango. 

Mulambwane is also the name of the shango. We are also called the Nemulambwane clan. 

Mulambwane in Luvenda language has many interpretations. This word comes from the common 

name mulambo, which means a river. Mulambwane is a small tributary that pours in the bigger 

river. 

The name of the clan is Nemulambwane, the original ancestor from far back they can remember 

is Nemulambwane Sithagathaga.This is the traditional leader whom they can trace back as the 

traditional leader of their clan 

The Musanda palace of Mulambwana was located at the place which today is called Hakosi, 

SHEVHA which is identified by the name Mipapaweni. 

 

8.3. Why mutupo totems and tshikhoḓo praises is important in eco mapping 

The workshop led to discussion on Mutupo totems, during which clan totems were praised. It was 

found that the Mulambwane participants still have some homework to do, and to learn more 

about their totems and praises from the elders. The Thathe, Vhutanda, Vhalobelu, Vhakwevho did 

an exercise of reciting their totems and praises for Mulambwane to learn. 

The territory of the clan is named after the clan name, the totem, the praise of totem and the 

name of Zwifho, which together form an interrelationship of the clan and community with the 

territory. To the Zwifho, sacred natural sites, this is the important aspect. All Venda sacred forests 

are identified by totem and custodian clan name.  

The ancestral knowledge and practices of the elders of the Vhadau vha Mulambwane is sacred 

and living; knowledge that has never been documented, and has been respected as an oral 

tradition passed down for generations. Since immemorable time, our ancestors have respected 

the Zwifho as places where human interference contrary to the Venda Laws of Origin is prohibited. 

This is why the Zwifho still remain today, even though now, they are islands in the midst of 

commercial farmerland, land which has been occupied long ago due to the colonial and Apartheid 

government.   

However, now the Zwifho are significantly threatened and are already being undermined by 
economic interests such as MMSEZ, tourism development, mining and other activities which 
interfere with the sacredness of the Zwifho zwa Mutamba. These interferences are threatening 
the role and function of the Zwifho zwa Mutamba and disrupt the ecological flow and well-being 
which will affect the clan, the entire natural environment and many other livelihoods around the 
Vhembe District and the Limpopo Province. If the Zwifho are destroyed, it will destroy our lives 
and our livelihoods. 
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9. The Beginning of Eco-Mapping 

9.1. A Definition of eco- map by Dzomo la Mupo  

Eco-map is short for ecological map. We also call it a territorial eco-cultural map. This is a map 

which illustrates the shango (territory) according to the local cultural or indigenous understanding 

of a local community. Territorial eco-cultural mapping is a chart of landscapes through drawings 

and sketches to characterize the progression of land-use. The drawing of an ecological map is a 

process of putting the landscape and the content of the landscape in the form of pictures and 

drawings. The final product, a colorful collage of pictographs and images, portrays the remaining 

natural landscape. The ecological map is a map of the territory which shows the indigenous forests, 

wetlands, rivers, sacred sites, mountains, hills, villages where people stay, fields of cultivated lands 

and all life which is in the territory.  

There are three maps which communities should develop. First, the map of the past, which shows 

the territory on the picture before developments that changed the landscape happened. Second 

is the map of the present, which is known as disorder map, that one shows the landscape at the 

present time. This map shows the destruction of the indigenous forest and challenges facing the 

landscape of the territory. The third map is the map of the future. This map presents the vision of 

the territory, and whether they need to protect the sacred sites, rivers, mountains. This map shows 

where the disorder has happened. From this map, elders, adults and youths learn about what they 

can do in their territories to protect the landscape, such as sacred sites being placed in no-go zone 

areas, as its ecosystems should not be interfered with. We adopted this technique from Amazonas 

in Colombia.3  

9.2. Definition of ecological calendar 

This is a traditional eco-calendar which is based on traditional understanding of how life in the 

territory moves according to different seasons. This is a traditional way which guides the flow of 

seasons according to ecological course. Eco-calendars communicate time, the cosmos and 

spirituality. They communicate cyclical time such as the movement of the moon, stars and planets, 

the weather, cycles in nature, biodiversity, and processes in agriculture and in culture (rituals, 

songs and dances) which are influenced by the cycles of time. 

The eco map describes the layout of the shango territory and the eco-calendar moves so that the 

territory is able to communicate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
3 Reviving our Culture, Mapping our Future (source: Youtube: https://youtu.be/l5Drol4kmMA) 
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10. The Process of drawing the Eco-Maps 

The participants have drawn the Map of Vhusikalala of the past map, the map wa zwino of the present and 

map wa vhumatshelo the future map all accompanied by khalańwaha eco calendars maps of the past, 

present and future.  

 

For all three maps, the participants were divided into three groups to draw the maps indicated above. The 

three groups were formed according to the features represented in the figure below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE: Three groups were formed for the process of drawing the maps 

 

  

 

Mulambwane  
territory 

 

KHALANWAHA 
(Ecological calendar) 

 

Mountains, hills , 
valleys  and the forests 
within including all 
what is found there 
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10.1. Description of the three drawn maps 

10.1.1 Vhusikalala, the map of the past 

The map of vhusikalala, the past, shows how the Mulambwane territory was before changes 

happened to the landscape. The pictures of how the shango (territory) la Mulambwane was 

before, go as far back as how elders can remember. This is a key map which guides all other maps. 

Dialogue stimulated learning the meaning of the vhusikalala, since youths wanted to understand 

what elders meant. 

Map wa Vhusikalala the map of the past, which shows the territory on the picture of the past 
before developments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
MAP: Map of the past 
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10.1.2 Map wa zwino, the map of the present 

The second map is the map of the present, how the territory is at the present moment after 

changes to the map of vhusikalala. The map of the present is also called the disorder map, as it 

shows how the natural environment has been interfered with, disturbed and destroyed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

MAP: Map of the present 
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10.1.3 Mapa wa vhumatshelo, the future map 

The final map is the map of Vhumatshelo, the future map. This map shows the vision of 

Mulambwane. What do Mulambwane see as the future? Dialogues were facilitated so the 

participants would reach a common understanding about the future. There are questions that 

stimulate dialogues for the participants to dream and map the future. 

 

  

MAP: Map of the future 
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10.1.4 Khalanwaha, Traditional Ecological Calendar 

The traditional eco-calendar which is based on traditional understanding of how life in the territory 

moves according to different seasons. This is a traditional way which guides the flow of seasons 

according to ecological course. Eco-calendars communicate time, the cosmos and spirituality. 

They communicate cyclical time such as the movement of the moon, stars and planets, the 

weather, cycles in nature, biodiversity, and processes in agriculture and in culture (rituals, songs 

and dances) which are influenced by the cycles of time. 
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11. The vision a concluding statement 

11.1. The vision: To reclaim, preserve and 

restore the living heritage of the 

indigenous knowledge of values of cultural 

identity, the living heritage of 

Mulambwane clan rooted on the 

indigenous forests where the Zwifho zwa 

Mutamba, zwidza old the graves of our 

ancestors, marubi remnants of 

homesteads ruins of our ancestors 

habitated and the mashubi forsaken 

cultivated lands of our ancestors in there 

at shango of Mulambwane. 

 

11.2. Message from Mulambwane participants  

We are doing the ecological mapping so 

that we revive the knowledge from elders 

about our land. We are engaging youth to 

learn and understand values of the land of 

their ancestors’ so that they can stand up 

to defend the destruction which will 

happen if MMSEZ continues with the plan. 

We cannot allow them to occupy our land 

and execute the planned project of 

MMSEZ because in our land, there are 

sacred sites, graves of our ancestors, 

rivers, plants and medicinal trees. We are 

reviving knowledge about mivhuyu 

baobab, mipani, mashonzha. Youths and children should learn about the values of these trees. 

MMSEZ will destroy the wealth of health found in Mulambwane forests. The land is also very 

fertile, suitable for cultivation and stock farming. Mining is going to destroy all that is mentioned. 

We shall never sell the land for the MMSEZ, if the land should be developed it should be developed 

through the cultivation and stock farming as well as eco-tourism. We, the Mulambwane 

descendants, we are farmers but we do not have land to practice our farming traditions. 

During the mapping process, dialogue led us to look at the challenges of MMSEZ and the legal 

window to advocate against the EIA presentations during public participation. The presentations 

drove participants to pay attention to the Heritage Act of South Africa and to pay attention to 

climate change as a global threat. In drawing the map of the present, it was noted that the MMSEZ 

is going to be executed on the land where sacred sites lie, as well as many graves. This made 

participation emphasise seeking more ways to raise their voices about the 

importance of their sacred sites and graves, and to be a voice of nature.  

ABOVE: Glen Maimela sharing perspective about the report 

ABOVE: Makhadzi Joyce 
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We want our zwifho, graves of our ancestors, remnants of our ruin homesteads to be protected 

as these are the stronghold of our cultural identity, our heritage.’’ 

                                                                  Aa. Ndaa. MULAMBWANE. 
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ABOVE: Makoma Lekalakala, Joice Netshidzi, Nembulu Dorah, Vhakoma Tshinakaho Netshidzivhe 



 

 

12. Appendix 

Fragment A, Page 5 

‘'Vho-Thavhiwe Mashudu Joseph: Mashubi a hashu ha tsha limiwa, o no tou sithafhala. A hu tsha 

sumba u ri ndi afho he ra vha ri tshi la makhaha, maranga, kha maranga ri tshi bikelwa u nga sa 

thophi. Ri tshi lima nḓuhu, mahabu,mabvani, magwadi,  tshikoli, makhaha. Miḽa yashu yo fa nge 

makhuwa vho ri shakulisa mahayani ashu vha vho ita mabulasi avho. He ra vha ri tshi wana hone 

dzikhovhe, ri tshi ṱamba hone, kha tshifhinga tsha zwino a hu tshee na maḓi. Muengedzi na wone 

a u tsha eledza maḓi, makhuwa vho u vala,  vho thivha, mulambo wa  Muṱamba na wone a u tsha 

eledza maḓi, makhuwa vho u vala. U ya nga ha nṋe, Joseph, ndi khou vhona u ri havha vhathu 

vhane vha tou ri dzhiela shango ḽashu a vha ḓivhi nga vhubvo ha shango ḽa Mulambwane. Vhunzhi 

ha zwithu zwe zwa vha zwi tshi itwa nga sialala kha ḽashu Mulambwane a hu tshe na tshithihi tshine 

ra kona u tshi ita ngauri makhuwa vho vala hoṱhe. 

Zwino muvhuso wo ri fha mashango ashu,vhahura vha nga tsini vha ṱoḓa u ri dzhiela. MMSEZ, a ri 

i ṱoḓi, i khou ḓa nga nḓila i si yone, nga ha nne Joseph, ndi vha ndi tshi humbela uri havho vha 

tshiimswa tsha dorobo ya Vhathu vha no pfi vha bva China, heyi ine ya vhidzwa u pfi MMSEZ, vha 

khou ṱangana na vhathu vha si vhone.rine nga tsha vho rine Vhavenda,ro ri tshi aluwa, muthu a 

tshi nyaga tshithu muḓini u thoma a ḓa a humbela. Zwino nga nne ndi khou humbela u ri havho 

vhathu MMSEZ, kha vha de, kha  vhathu vhane vha vha vhane vha mavu,ri do vha talutshedza u ri 

thaidzo yavho kha rine ndi mini.A hu na muvhuso une wa nga ni vhilelea mavu a vhoinwi wa dovha 

wa ni dzhiela. A zwi wanaleliu.nne ndi khou humbela u ri why u bva murahu vha tshi ri fha shango 

vha songo amba u ri vha khou da u fhata tshiimiswa tshi no pfi mmsez. Zwino u ya nga ha nne, 

mulaifa wa Mulambwane ndi khou ri kha ḓe kha vhathu vha ngoho.Vha nga swika kha vhathu vha 

ngoho tshinwe na tshinwe tshavho tshi do tshimbila.Ngau ri vhathu vhane vha khou ya khavho a 

si vhone. mZwino muvhuso wo ri fha mashango ashu,vhahura vha nga tsini vha ṱoḓa u ri dzhiela. 

MMSEZ, a ri i ṱoḓi, i khou ḓa nga nḓila i si yone, nga ha nne  Joseph, ndi vha ndi tshi humbela uri 

havho vha tshiimswa tsha dorobo ya Vhathu vha no pfi vha bva China, heyi ine ya vhidzwa u pfi 

MMSEZ, vha khou ṱangana na vhathu vha si vhone.rine nga tsha vho rine Vhavenda, ro ri tshi 

aluwa, muthu a tshi nyaga tshithu muḓini u thoma a ḓa a humbela. Zwino nga nne ndi khou 

humbela u ri havho vhathu MMSEZ, kha vha de, kha vhathu vhane vha vha vhane vha mavu,ri do 

vha talutshedza u ri thaidzo yavho kha rine ndi mini.A hu na muvhuso une wa nga ni vhilelea mavu 

a vhoinwi wa dovha wa ni dzhiela. A zwi wanaleliu.nne ndi khou humbela u ri why u bva murahu 

vha tshi ri fha shango vha songo amba u ri vha khou da u fhata tshiimiswa tshi no pfi mmsez. Zwino 

u ya nga ha nne, mulaifa wa Mulambwane ndi khou ri kha ḓe kha vhathu vha ngoho.Vha nga swika 

kha vhathu vha ngoho tshinwe na tshinwe tshavho tshi do tshimbila. Ngau ri vhathu vhane vha 

khou ya khavho a si vhone.'' 
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Fragment B, Page 6 

Khathutshelo Raluare: ‘’Hafha ndi na mbilaelo dzine dza khou ndina nga maanda hafha ngauri 

mugwalabo une nda kho gwalabela wone zwavhudivhudi, mavhida a vho makhulukuku wanga na 

vho makhulu wanga vha henengei,zwifho,milambo, miri, Zwipuka na Zwikhokhono nazwone zwi 

khou wela.zwi khou wela kha khombo. Ehh hezwi ndi tshi nga to zwi amba zwavhudi huna project 

ine hupfi I khou tea uda hafha kha la Mulambwane la vhorine.Ine rine a ri khou andana nayo. Heyi 

I nopfi SEZ, yo fhelela ipfi MMSEZ ine khayo Hu na vhurobane nga ngomu.Hu khou pfi heyi project 

I do sikela vhathu mishumo hone vhathu a vha humbuli u fana .Vhanwe vha funa tshelede,vhanwe 

vha funa zwa havho.Rine zwavhudivhudi ri khou funa mupo wa vhorine ro katela zwothe 

madi,zwipuka,vhudzulo na mashubi fhethu he vho makhulukuku washu vha vha vha tshi dzula 

hone.Ari khou todana na zwa tshelede. Zwino tshavhuvhili ngauri MMSEZ tshine ya do Sala tsho 

tshinyadza ngauri vhane vha khou toda tshelede vho fulufhedziswa mishumo rine sa community 

ri do Sala ri tshi lwa. Ra ri kha ri Ole mapa une khawo ri khou Ola uri hafha kha la Mulambwane ri 

na mini na mini zwine ra fanela u zwi tsireledza. Zwi songo fanelaho u thinthwa nga maanda the 

best tshithu tshihulwane ndi zwifho. Ngauri hezwi ri khou tshila zwithu zwa zwifho,ri nou humbela 

zwithu zwinzhi kha zwifho. Vhahulwane vho makhadzi, vho malume vha a kona uya u ambelela 

arali Hu na zwi sa khou tshimbilaho zwavhudi. Ndi nne Khathutshelo Raluare.’’ 

 

Fragment 7. 2, Page 12 

Makhadzi: ‘’Nne ndi muduhulu wa Mulambwane. Zwine zwa khou itwa hangeyi mabulasini, mbilu 

dzashu dzi a vhavha. Vhana vhashu vha do shuma fhi matshelo arali mabulasi a tshi khou dziwa 

nga ndila heyo.Havhala vhathu a ri vha todi, a vha hume shangoni la vhomakhulukuku washu. Rine 

vho makhulu washu, vho khosti ashu vho ri alusa hafhala shangoni la ahashula Mulambwane, ri 

tshila tsine ra funa, sa mashonzha. Nwana wa zwino wa mu sumbedza shonzha u a ofha, ha a thu 

li vhona li tshi khou tshimbila. Ro pandelwa hayani hashu hune ha vha hayani ha mashonzha. Midzi 

ya miri I re hafhala Mulabwane I fhdza nne, hu na mishonga Mulambwane. Vhathu havhala a ri 

vha todi kha mavu a vhomakhululuku washu a vha tuwe.Ndo aluwa Mulambwane, Mudi wa hashu 

ndi a u divha u ri u nga anagfhi, tsini na tshikwara tshifhio.Khotsi anga, vhomakhulu wanaga vho 

vhulungwa hone, ndi a hu divha he avha awela hone. Zwino a ri tsha kona u ya, ho valiwa hu pfi ri 

songo dzhena. Vha hashu a vha tsha ri vhona,hafhu ri tshi ya hangeyi vha vha tshi khou ri vhona 

vhadzimu vhashu. Zwino a ri tsha tendelwa u ya mavhidani avho, Nne ndo dela zwenezwo, a hu 

waniwe ndila ya u bvisa havhala vhathu kha shango li re na mavhida a vhomakhulukuku washu. 

Ndo dela zwenezwo, mbiludzashu dzi a vhavha nga haya mafhungo.’’ 

‘’Rine a ro ngo khetha tshelede, ro khetha mavu. Ri tshi wana shango murahu, ro ou nangiswa kha 

mavu kana tshelde, rine ra khetha mavu.’’  
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Makhadzi: ‘’Nne ndi nwana wa Vho-Khalushi, muduhuluwa Vho-NyaMuladeloKhalushi Rasiluma, 

kuduhulwana kwa Vho- Alilali Rasiluma. Ndi dzula ha Gumbu.Hafha ndo da nga mafhungo a 

Mulambwane,Ndo da fhano nga u pfa mbilu u vhavha.  shango la vhomakhulukuku washu line li 

khou shandukisiwa. U ri rine na vhana vhashu na vhaduhulu vha si tsha do vhona zwe 

vhomakhulukuku vha vha vha tshi zwi ita kha shango lavho, kha zwifho zwavho na mavhida avho, 

zwine hezwo zwithu a zwi tsha thonifhiwa. Rine ri khou toda uri bulasi I re kha shango la 

vhomakhulu washu I humelel tshikale, zwe vha vha vha tshi zwi ita kale ri ite zwe vhomakhulu 

washu vha vha tshi zwi ita kale. Ngauri vhomakhulukuku washu vho vha vha tshi tshila nga u lima 

na u fuwa na u sa lata mvelele yavho.Zwino hezwo ndi zwine ra khou toda u ri helia shango, rine ri 

khou toda u ri vhana vhashu na vhaduhulu vhashu vha ye vha vhone vhe vhomakhulukuku wavho 

he vha lala  hone. Na zwifhoni zwa vhomakhulu washu zwa si vhe zwine zwa khou latelwa kule. Ri 

kha di toda u vha ri henefhala rine. Na rine vho ri di wane ri vhalimi henefhala kha la Mulambwane, 

ri vhafuwi vhahulwane kha la Mulambwane. Hafho hune ra vha hone a si mashangoni a vho 

makhulukuku washu, a ri na maanda, ri tou vha na kupace kutukuku. Shango lashu, la vhomakhulu  

washu li hone lo dzula, li khou tou dzhiwa nga vhanwe vhathu zwavho, ngeno rine vhane vhalo ri 

khou tambula. Ri tshi sedza na vho makhulu washu, vho tou shakulisiwa, nne makhulu wanga 

zwino vho no aluwa, a si muthu ane anga humela Mulambwane, Zwino  vhane  vha tea u humela 

Mulambwane  ndi rine rine vhaduhulu vhavho vhane ra tea u yau dzula Mulambwane. Vho 

makhulu washu a vha tshena maanda, ngauri ndi vhathu vho tambudzeswaho nga makhuwa kha 

dzibulasi hedzi dzi re kha Shango la Mulambwane.vho tambudzeswa nga makhuwa a hangeyi 

dzibulasini. Avha tshe na numgo. Zwino ndi ngazwo zwine rine vhaduhulu vhavho. Vho makhulu 

washu vha re hone zwino a vha tshena maanda, na u tshimbilazwi vho konda. Ndi ngazwo zwine 

rine vhaduhulu vhavho ra khou tou tea u ima nga milenzhe, ra khwatha. Vha a divha, nne ndo vha 

ndi tshi rambiwa mitanganoni, ndi tshi nyadza. Fhedzi ha muzwala wanga Samuel Mulaudzi the 

Late, a ri funza , a ri fha maanda. O vha a tshi ri vhudza u ri kha ri lwele vhulao ha vho makhukukuku 

na zwifho zwa vho zwi re hangeyo Mulambwane, u ri zwi si phusukanywe.Namusi nga ndivho ye a 

ri siela yone kha ri ye phanda na u lwela vhulalo ha vho makhulukuku washu na  zwifho zwavho, Ri 

khou isa phanda ro fara he a ri sia ri hone, naho na rine ra fhira vhana vhashu vha do sala vha tshi 

lwela shango la vho makhulu kuku wavho, vhana vhashu vha do haka sa zwidmela vha sala vha tshi 

isa phanda. U ri hu sa tou dzhiwa zwithu zwothe zwi re hafhala Mulambwane, zwa phusukanywa, 

U ri vhulalao ha vho makhulukuku washu vhu si thudzelwe kule.Vhulalo ha vhomakhulukuku washu 

ndi zwithu zwa ndeme. Nga eneo maipfi ndi ri ri khou is phanda u lelwa vhulalo na zwifho zwa 

vhomakhulukuku washu. Aa. 

 

Makhadzi: ‘’Nne ndi nwana wa Vho Rammphaga. Makhulu wanga vho begwa Hashete, vha ya vha 

dzula Hasinedere.kha la Mulambwane. Makhulu wanga vho vha vha tshi pfi Tomboalifemi. Hu pfi 

tombo a li femi, li fema nga u vhona linwe. 

Ndi nne mukegulu muhulwane hafha, ndi nne makhulu hafha. Vhathu vhothe havha ndi vhaduhulu 

na zwiduhulu zwanga.Rine ro da hafha nga u pfa milu vhutungu. Ro pfa Vho-Tshiwela vha tshi khou 

huwelela vha tshi ri shango li khou dzhiwa nga vhanwe vhathu. Rine ra ri ri a ima nga milenzhe 

hafho,a ri dzhielwi sango nga vhathu vhanwe, zwihulu vhathu vha nokhou bva ha 
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ahvaho vha da u dzhila shango la shu la vhomakhuulukuku washu vhone vho sia lavho. 

Shango line ri khou li toda rine ria shuma. Hezwi ri hafha  ro tou sia ro thola vhathu masimuni, rine 

ri vhalimi vhukuma. Ra wana fhethu hu hulwane ri nga tou shumesa vhukumo, ri nga shuma lune 

na vhaduhuhulu vhashu na zwiduhulwana vha ri vha tshi swika vha wana ro shuma vhukuma.  

Vho Samuel muuna wa vhane vho ri vhudza vha ri hangeyi Mulambwane hu na tholo tshena. Fhedzi 

zwino a ri divhi u ri yo iswa fhi. Hu na tholo hangeni tshena na setha, ndi zwithu zwa vhomakhulu 

washu zwi na mushumo.Rine ri do lwa u swika ri tshi wana heli shango murahu ray a ra dzula khalo 

ra lima.Hafhala fhethu rine a ri khou tod ahu tshi rengiswa haala mavu, rine ri khou toda u shuma. 

Vhathu havho vha no khou rengisa a vha divhi tshithu nga hafhla fhethu. Rine ri vhulungela hone, 

na vhege yo fhniraho ro vha ri tshi khou vhulunga. Ri kha di vhuunga hone.Vhathu vha no khou 

rengisela SEZ mavu haala a vha divhi ndeme ya hafhala fhethu. 

Ri khou livhuwa Earthlife, Dzomo la Mupo Solve na vhathu vhothe vhane vha khou ri tikedza sa 

vha Masisi. 

A ri shume, shango li a vhuya zwandani zwashu ra lishumisa ra di bveledzisa. Aa" 
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PICTURE: Participants attending EcoMapping Peoples hearing at Louis Trichardt 29- 30 September 2021 



 

 

13. Pictorials 
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